
 

Target Jobs
Introduction- Target Corporation is a retailing company with its
headquarters in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Target is currently the second
largest retailer in the country after Walmart. It is also ranked on Fortune
500 at number 33. 
Company History: The history of Target can be traced back to 1876 when George Dayton built a
six storied building in Minneapolis downtown and asked the Goodfellows department store to
move to the location. The name of the store was changed to Dayton Company in 1911 when
George Dayton took over the company. John Geisse, who worked for the company, developed a
concept of starting discount retailing and he later became Target’s founder. 

In May, 1962 the Dayton Company used the concepts of Geisse to open its first ever Target store in
Roseville, Minnesota. The Target Stores grew to become a chain of 24 units in 1970 when seven
more stores were added to it. By then the sales of the company were at $200 million. In 1971, the
company also acquired 16 new stores from the department store chain of Arlan in Oklahoma, Iowa
and Colorado. The same year, two of the units were reopened by the name of Target Stores. In
1972, the remaining 14 units were reopened, which made the total number of stores in the chain to
46 units. 

Stephen Pistner who had been responsible for the reviving of Team Electronics was named the
CEO of Target Stores in 1973 while Kenneth Macke was named the Senior VP of the company.
The company expanded its operations to the West Coast in 1982 by acquiring 33 FedMart
department stores in Texas, California and Arizona. A 4th distribution center was opened in LA.
Target also launched its operations in India in the city of Bangalore in 2005 from where all the
Target Business units are currently operated. 

Usual Openings: Target has more than 1600 stores in the country as well as office sties all over
the world so there are several Target job opportunities available in almost any location. 

Target jobs are usually available in the areas mentioned below:
Store Management
Asset protection
Loss prevention
Distribution centers
Corporate careers
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Supply chain management
Pharmacy
Current openings: Careers in Target come with benefits which have been designed in order to
support the well being of the team. Target currently has around 350,000 employees around the
world in its many locations. The comprehensive benefits offered to the employees, the support and
resources are all developed to support the community, career, social, financial and health well-
being of the employees. 

Given below are a few of the currently available jobs in Target:
Executive Staff Pharmacist
Accounting Lead
Analyst, Information Protection
AP Investigator
Application Support Engineer
Asset Protection Investigator
Business Analyst
Store Operations- Director Assistant
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